Event Protection Plan

This ICFP 2016 Event Protection Plan is a systematic assessment of security processes, including the identification of potential hazards and threats, the analysis of risk level, and the specification of risk control in order to avoid danger and losses.

The Event Protection Plan includes an assessment of:
- International Airport, I Gusti Ngurah Rai airport, Bali;
- Venue at Bali Nusa Dua Convention Centre (BNDCC);
- Emergency Plan & Route;
- Medical Support & Facilities.

With the ICFP Programme in the Nusa Dua area, we are prepared for:
- Security of outdoor & indoor areas;
- Security for VIP, VVIP & other participants;
- Setting Emergency Medical measures;
- Determination of the evacuation plan.

1. Ngurah Ray Internasional Airport Bali
Ngurah Rai International Airport is the main gateway to the famous island paradise of Bali, Indonesia. The airport is located in the South of Bali, in the region of Tuban, Kuta, about 13 km from Denpasar. The IATA code is DPS, whereas its ICAO Code is WADD.

Since the establishment of the Ngurah Rai International Airport in 1969, Ngurah Rai International Airport has contributed to Bali’s economic growth through the provision of efficient transportation to/from the island. The airport has a new international arrival and departure area of 130,000 m2, with the capacity to accommodate 25 million passengers per year.

Security Notes :
- Airport security checks each vehicle that enters the airport.
- ICFP participants will be assisted by Hospitality desk staff and transfered to their hotel destination.
- Participants are advised to stay in the accompaniment of official Airport and ICFP transportation staff.
- Participants are advised to avoid people offering taxi services and other offers.
Security will be secured at the Drop In Area at shuttle bus parking lot.
2. Nusa Dua Area & ICFP Venue

Nusa Dua is the premier resort area in Bali. The vicinity has an excellent tourism infrastructure with more than 4,000 available rooms of international 4- and 5-stars hotels, a closeby 18-hole Golf & Country Club, Amphitheater, luxurious shops, cafes and restaurants, and a white sandy beach within walking distance. Within this alluring atmosphere, Bali Nusa Dua Convention Center (BNDCC) offers an impressive garden landscape and breathtaking Balinese architecture.
Security notes:

- Strategically located in the southeast of Bali, our center is only 25 minutes by car from the International Airport.
- The Nusa Dua compound where the conference will be held is accessible only through three guarded checkpoints; everyone entering will be subject to a security search.
- Visitors and vehicles will be subject to a second security search at the entrance of each hotel, restaurant, and conference venue.
- In general, the security of any hotel in Nusa Dua checks every guest who enters.
- Security patrol the area 24 hours a day.
Security Check
All Vehicle should have an Event Sticker Attendance with Id Card all time
3. Emergency Plan for Natural Disaster, Terror Threat & Fire:

A. Participant Evacuation Plan:
   - In the case of emergency, all participants will be directed toward a pre-determined gathering point / Emergency Meeting Point.
   - Everyone should calmly and without panic head to the gathering point, where all participants will be accounted for.
   - Security will announce emergency situations and complete a thorough evacuation if necessary.
   - Support will be provided by security forces from the Bali Police squad or Indonesian ARMY, who will secure the area.
   - For participants who suffer injuries or shock, treatment will be given by a medical team.

B. Medical Evacuation Plan:
   - In case of emergency, all participants will be directed toward a pre-determined gathering point.
   - Everyone should calmly and without panic head to the gathering point, where all participants will be accounted for.
   - Injuries that require medical care will be handled by doctors or paramedics who are on standby at the site of the event.
   - If further care is needed, patients will immediately transported to BIMC Hospital or Sanglah Hospital.
   - In cases where patients need medical care that cannot be handled by the Hospital, an appropriate evacuation plan will be carried out.

C. VIP Evacuation Plan:
   - In case of emergency, groups of VVIP will be escorted toward the CPP meeting point.
   - If a situation is high-risk, the CPP will immediately carry out evacuation plans.
   - Groups of VVIP will enter prepared vehicles and immediately leave the site using a predefined route toward a Safe House, or go directly to the International Airport Ngurah Rai.
   - Formations of VVIP Vehicles will include motorcycle and vehicle escorts.
- VIP/VVIP taking a commercial airline will be moved to a Safe House while awaiting the availability of international flight schedules.
- If the level of risk is very high, it can be decided to immediately take a private plane parked at Ngurah Rai to leave Bali.
- The location of the Safe House will be guarded by the Bali Police Squad or ARMY.
- Routes will be determined by the quickest path to the safest destination.

**EMERGENCY PLAN Flow Chart**

**Medical Assistance:**
We recommend a referral hospital, which has International Medical Standards, with the nearest distance from the venue.

**BIMC Hospitals Group Overview:**

An Emergency Department is a main pillar of our Hospitals since we understand the needs of patient in emergency situations. We commit to dispatch our ambulance within three minutes after an emergency phone call. Our ambulance is a Rapid Response Mobile Hospital that is supported by professional doctors, nurses, medicines, and equipment, allowing us to start treating the patient immediately.
All of our team is certified with Advanced Cardiovascular Life Support and Advanced Trauma Life Support. We also invite trained staff from John Hopkins University, USA to do Emergency Medical Treatment.

**Information: Bali Police Department.**

**MAIN DUTIES OF BKPD BALI**

**I. BKPD**

- DEFINING BALI SECURITY POLICIES & STRATEGIES.
- COORDINATE SECURITY ASSISTANCE REHABILITATION, PUBLIC ORDER AND CARRY OUT COORDINATION AND CONSULTATION OF INTER-FUNCTIONAL AND TRANS-INSTITUTIONAL SECURITY.
- COMPREHENSIVE ORDER.
- COORDINATE ASSISTANCE, MONITORING AND EVALUATION OF SECURITY, PUBLIC ORDER AND PEACE.

**II. BALI'S TECHNOLOGY BASED SECURITY PATTERN**

Support from units on information and technology for the Polda Bali force as part of concern of the heads of Polri on

- Installment of Bali interregional communications networks.
- Installment of CCTV networks in risk areas / tourism objects
- Revitalization of Call Center at Polda levels
- Application of Security Gate at tourism objects including hotel areas
- Installment of CCTV by Pemda or private tourism businesses in each area

**CALL CENTER POLDA BALI**

Call Center Polda Bali has been in operation since 2002. The Call Center provides information and services related to security/order, safety, natural disasters and reports of emergencies in a certain area. Call center Polda Bali is also a public security supervision control center in Polda Bali jurisdiction and is under the control of the Polda Bali bureau of operations.

**2). BALI IN VIDEO STREAMING VISUALIZATION.**

Polda Bali CCTV is part of the Polda Bali Call Center and is active in seaports, airports, tourism places, and other important locations in Bali.

All CCTV Cameras are installed in vital places in Bali are controlled and recorded at the Polda Bali Call Center operated by the CCTV operator.

**3). SECURITY COMPONENTS**

Besides the Polri force that has duties and responsibilities in security, Polda Bali increases its public role by making use of security components in the society such as:

1. Increasing the abilities of Satpam in quality and quantity,
2. Increasing the abilities of traditional law enforcers or pecalang as a part of
traditional security.
3. Village Security Body or BANKAMDES (Badan Keamanan Desa) that was formed in each village especially in tourism villages.
4. Increase general public concern regarding environmental security.
5. Social Police Partnership Forum or Forum Kemitraan Perpolisian Masyarakat FKPM.